OLIVE OIL DERIVIONS

CETEARYL ALCOHOL (AND) CETYL PALMITATE (AND) SORBITAN PALMITATE (AND)
SORBATE OLEATE (OLIVE DERIVED BIOMIMETIC EMULSIFIER)**

A NATURAL, NON-GMO, NEW GENERATION SKIN TREATMENT DERIVED FROM OLIVE OIL. RICHLY HYDRATES AND PENETRATES SKIN, ALLOWING IT TO RETAIN MOISTURE WITHOUT CLOGGING PORES.

A TOTALLY SAFE, HYPOALLERGENIC INGREDIENT PROVIDES PHYSICAL STABILITY AND THICKNESS TO CREAMS AND LOTIONS. THIS IS A RELATIVELY NEW SYSTEM, CREATED FOR COLD BATCHING AND TO GIVE COMPANIES FREEDOM FROM PEGS AND OTHER DRYING EMULSIFIERS. THE OLIVEM VS FEEL CRYSTAL MATRIX ADHERES TO SKIN AND REDUCES THE TRANS-EPIDERMAL WATER LOSS WITHOUT SOLVULIBLING THE SKIN PROTEINS AND LIPIDS. BEING VERY SIMILAR TO THE HUMAN SEBUM IN COMPOSITION AND MADE TOTALLY WITH NATURAL RAW MATERIALS, OLIVEM PROVIDES RETENTION OF SKIN MOISTURE AND INCREASES ACTIVE INGREDIENT’S RESISTANCE TO WATER AND/OR SWEAT. FREE FROM PEGS, SOAP BY PRODUCTS AND ETHOXOLATED INGREDIENTS.

SAME OILS, NEW FORMULATIONS = NEW LOOK - NEW FEEL.

SAFFLOWER OLEOSOMES
(EMULSIFIER-FREE DELIVERY SYSTEM)

A SKIN RESURFACING COMPLEX THAT IS A NON SURGICAL ALTERNATIVE TO BOTOX AND RESTYLANE. “FACELIFT WITHOUT SURGERY: 3 KEY INGREDIENTS EMULSIFIERS, OLEOSOMES AND TEWL.” THE ILLUSTRATION BELOW DEMONSTRATES TEWL (TRANS EPIDERMAL WATER LOSS) - THE WAY THE SKIN’S LOSES MOISTURE.

YOUR FORMULAS KEEP THE MAJORITY OF THIS PRECIOUS MOISTURE TRAPPED IN THE SKIN. ADDING HYALURONIC ACID TO FORMULAS IS TOUTED TO HELP PREVENT MOISTURE LOSS, AND TO SOME DEGREE IS SUCCESSFUL. BUT IF CREAMS CONTAIN EMULSIFIERS (AS 89% ON THE MARKET DO), THEN THE HA CANNOT MAKE UP FOR THE DAMAGE CAUSED BY DESTROYING THE SKIN’S PRECIOUS NMF (NATURAL MOISTURE FACTOR).

TRADITIONAL EMULSIFIERS:
• REMOVE LIPIDS
• DESTROY BARRIER FUNCTION
• CAUSE THE CELL WALLS TO HARDEN IN ORDER TO PROTECT THEMSELVES
• MINIMIZE THE SKIN’S ABILITY TO ABSORB ACTIVE, ANTI-AGING INGREDIENTS

OLEOSOMES

• REBUILD THE SKIN’S LIPID LAYERS
• RESTORES SKIN BARRIER ON THE SURFACE, WITHIN THE CELL WALLS AND IN THE INTERCELLULAR SPACES - THE “MORTAR” BETWEEN THE BRICKS (CELLS)
• RESTORES YOUTHFUL SKIN

BY AVOIDING TRADITIONAL EMULSIFIERS AND USING OLEOSOMES, THESE FORMULAS REBUILD AND REPAIR A OF THE SKIN BEING ABLE TO RESTORE ITS SKIN BARRIER FUNCTION AND MINIMIZE THE LOSS OF MOISTURE, THE SKIN CAN NOW ABSORB THE OTHER ACTIVES THAT WILL REPAIR THE VISIBLE SIGNS OF AGING.

• TEWL (TRANS EPIDERMAL WATER LOSS) IS REDUCED BY OVER 50% WITH THE FIRST APPLICATION AND CONTINUES TO REDUCE WATER LOSS WITH EACH APPLICATION. WITHIN 10 DAYS, THE TEWL IS LIMITED TO THE IDEAL 15% NOTED ON HEALTHY BABY SKIN.

ABYSSINIAN OIL**

ABYSSINIAN OIL PRODUCES A NATURAL RADIANT LUSTER. THE OIL GLIDES ONTO THE HAIR SURFACE TO FORM A VERY LIGHT CONTINUOUS LIPID LAYER WHICH PROVIDES LUBRICITY TO HELP DETANGLE AND LOCK IN ESSENTIAL MOISTURE.

ABYSSINIAN OIL IS EASILY ABSORBED INTO THE EPIDERMAL TISSUE GENERATING A VERY NOTICABLE SMOOTH TEXTURE TO THE SKIN. EVEN IN THE CASE OF HIGHLY WRINKLED AND/OR EXCEPTIONALLY DRY SKIN, ABYSSINIAN OIL MAKES A SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENT IN TONE AND TEXTURE.

• LONG-CHAIN UNSATURATED FATTY ACIDS ARE BIOLOGICALLY PREFERRED AND HIGHLY CONDITIONING FOR BOTH SKIN AND HAIR
• 100% PURE VEGETABLE OIL
• VERY LIGHT, NON-GREASY, EASILY ASSORBED
• SAFE AND “ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY”
• NON-GMO
• BIODEGRADABLE
• NEVER TESTED ON ANIMALS
• VERY STABLE & HIGHLY RESISTANT TO OXIDATION
• HIGHLY RESISTANT TO THERMAL DEGRADATION

RASPBERRY SEED OIL

HAS MORE PRONOUNCED ANTI-INFLAMMATORY PROPERTIES THAN AVOCADO, GRAPESEED, HAZELNUT AND WHEATGERM OILS AND MAY PROVE TO BE THE MOST EFFECTIVE OIL TO USE IN THE TREATMENT OF ECZEMA, PSORIASIS AND OTHER SKIN CONDITIONS CONTAINS VARIABLE AMOUNTS OF ELLAGIC ACID & INITIAL STUDIES REVEAL THAT ELLAGIC ACID CONCENTRATIONS RANGE FROM 0.06 TO 0.32 MG/G IN THE SEED OIL. ELLAGIC ACID IS AN ANTI-CARCINOGENIC AND ANTI-MUTAGENIC AS WELL AS BEING ANTI-BACTERIAL AND ANTI-VIRAL.

ITS HIGH CONTENT OF VITAMIN A MAKES IT A GOOD CHOICE FOR ACNE PRONE SKIN

HIGHLY MOISTURIZING AND EMOLLIENT

EXCEPTIONALLY HIGH PROPORTION OF ALPHA AND GAMMA TOCOPHEROLS (VITAMIN E), POLYPHENOLS AND OTHER ANTIOXIDANTS RICH IN VITAMIN A AND CONTAINS UP TO 83% OMEGA-3 AND OMEGA-6 FATTY ACIDS. ORGANIC RED RASPBERRY SEED OIL IS A NATURAL PROTECTANT FROM UVA SUNLIGHT, HAS ALSO BEEN SHOWN TO HAVE A SOME SUN SCREENING PROPERTIES AGAINST BOTH UVB AND UVC.

THE SPF OF RED RASPBERRY SEED OIL HAS BEEN FOUND TO BE EQUAL TO THAT OF TITANIUM DIOXIDE AND HAS BEEN RATED TO HAVE AN SPF AS HIGH AS 28-50.

RICH SOURCE OF POLYSATURATED FATS INCLUDING OMEGA-3 FATTY ACIDS AND ANTIOXIDANT ACTIVITY, INCLUDING TOCOPHEROLS AND TOCOTRIENOLS. TOCOPHEROLS ARE PRIMERLY GAMMA- AND ALPHA- TOCOPHEROL, WHICH CONTRIBUTE TO THE OIL’S SUPERIOR FREE RADICAL ION SCAVENGING CAPABILITY AND LIPID SUPPORT THE TYPICAL FATTY ACID PROFILE IS: 1-4% PALMITIC ACID; 2% STEARIC ACID; 10-14% OLEIC ACID; 50-62% LINOLEIC ACID AND 21-29% LINolenic ACID.

SEA BUCKTHORN BERRY FRUIT OIL*

HAS A HIGH ORAC (OXGEN RADICAL ABSORBANCE CAPACITY) VALUE

HELPS FIGHT CELL-DAMAGING FREE RADICALS & ASSISTS HEALTHY CELLULAR REJUVENATION

ASSISTS WITH REGULATING INFLAMMATORY, IMMUNE AND AGGREGATORY RESPONSES WITHIN THE BODY

HIGH LEVEL OF PHYTOSTEROLS WHICH ARE BENEFICIAL IN REDUCING SKIN INFLAMMATION

IMPROVING SKIN METABOLISM AND REDUCING IRRITATION

CONTAINS AN ABUNDANCE OF VITAMINS AND NUTRIENTS USEFUL IN ANTI-AGING PRODUCT: B1, B2, FOLIC ACID C, E, BETA-CAROTENE (PRO-VITAMIN A) AND K, CAROTENOID, FLAVONOID, PHENOLS, TERPENES 20 MINERAL COFACTORS PLUS, 60 ANTIOXIDANTS AND HIGH

TONICALLY CREATES A MORE “SLIM FRIENDLY” SKIN BY: ALLEVIATING DRYNESS AND IRRITATION DUE TO SUN EXPOSURE PROVIDES A GOLDEN, BRONZING EFFECT

ANDIROBA SEED OIL

HIGHLY MOISTURIZING

NATURAL EMOLLIENT

LIGHT, PENETRATIVE CONSISTENCY

QUICK ABSORPTION

RICH IN ESSENTIAL FATTY ACIDS

OLEIC ACID: 50.5%
PALMITIC ACID: 28%
LINOLEIC ACID: 9%
STEARIC ACID: 8.1%
ARACHIDIC ACID: 1.2%
PALMITOLEIC ACID: 1%
LINOLENIC ACID: 0.3%

HIGH IN LIMONOID AND TRITERPENES AND OFFER ANTI-INFLAMMATORY AND ANTI-RHEUMATIC ACTION
**Saccharide Isomerate**

(Moisture Magnets)

Dry, itchy skin is a warning from the body that the protective function of the epidermis is not coping with the demands made on it. Although age remains an important factor in dry skin, environmental factors play a greater role. Heating, air conditioning, traveling by plane and harsh weather conditions all have detrimental effects as they expose skin to extreme and rapid changes in humidity. Such rapid changes represent a severe challenge to the biosensor function of the skin. Frequent exposure to detergents and chemicals further reduce the ability of the skin to maintain its natural barrier, causing it to become dehydrated. In healthy skin, water loss is regulated by the outermost layer of the epidermis, the stratum corneum.

- Instant hydration effect
- Reduces the signs of dry skin
- Deep hydration
- Strong improvement of skin comfort
- Visibly smoother skin surface
- Reduces skin flakiness and itchiness caused by dry skin
- Unique skin-identical carbohydrate complex
- Repairs skin barrier

**Extracts**

Thymus Vulgaris (Thyme) Flower/Leaf/Extract (And)
Budefja Davidii (Butterfly Bush) Extract (And) Glycerin (And) Water**
(Environmetal Free-Radical Scavenger)

Protects the skin against toxic radicals in the ozone, i.e. smog and city pollution while moisturizing. Made of incredible free radical scavenging botanicals. Budefja (Butterfly Bush) and Thymus Vulgaris (Thyme). Pollution attacks our skin's lipids, collagen and DNA, which cause premature aging. Synergistically, these two botanicals show outstanding activity and ultimately reduce skin aging to a minimum.

Native to China, the butterfly bush has been used in traditional medicine all over the world and is prized for its antibacterial and wound healing properties. Thymus Vulgaris is native to Southern Europe is known for its antibacterial and antifungal properties and was traditionally used to cure acute bronchitis. It dates back to 3000 B.C. when it was used as an antiseptic by the Sumerians.

Increase the skin cell energy level and reduce the effect of stress • Prevents loss of skin vitality • Prevents wrinkles • Decreases oxidative stress to human skin • Increases skin moisture and moisture retention • Anti-aging •

**Coconut Milk**

- Coconut milk has a high content of fatty acids and natural moisturizing benefits
- Moisturizes the skin & relieves dry skin & rashes
- May reduce symptoms associated the psoriasis, eczema, & dermatitis
- Coconut milk has the ability to moisturize the skin without clogging pores
- High doses of Vitamin C and Copper that will help to improve the elasticity of your skin. Reducing the appearance of wrinkles
- Rich source of Magnesium, Vitamin A, Calcium, Iron and natural proteins which contribute to smooth and radiant skin.

**Epiobium Angustifolium**

Canadian Willowherb Extract

Optimal remedy for tired skin • Helps heal burns, sooths skin irritations
- Antioxidant, anti-bacterial, anti-microbial, anti-irritant
- Free radical scavenging ability • Redness reducing abilities •

**Myrciaria Dubia**

Camu Camu Fruit Extract* The Camu Camu plant produces the highest recorded source of vitamin C on the planet. Camu Camu is mega-C. Yielding, about 30 times the C content than oranges or lemons and much higher than Acerola fruit. It also contains powerful phytochemicals and amino acids, including serine, valine, and leucine, all of which create numerous health benefits.

- Amazon Red Fruit contains the highest concentrations of vitamin C of any fruit or berry in the world
- Camu Camu averages 2700 mg of vitamin C in 100 grams of fruit as compare to oranges at 53 mg of vitamin C in 100 grams, and grapefruit at 34 mg of vitamin C in 100 grams
- First line of defense against skin, environmental and chemical aggressions
- Anti-inflammatory, reduces redness, swelling, heat and histamine response
- Improves the texture, clarity and radiance of your skin

**Olivine (Peridot) Extract**

Olivine extract is a dominant character stone known for its anti-fatigue properties and for stabilizing emotions.

High in active antioxidant properties • Speeds wound recovery by 87% as compared to commercial ointments • Protects against skin cancer • Hydrating, works more effectively than vitamin E • Improves skin elasticity • Antibacterial / antimicrobial • Blocks polluting agents from affecting skin • Superior protection against oxidative stress • Protects against some UV damage •

**Aloe Barbadensis**

Aloe Vera Leaf Juice*

- Maintains the highest levels of polysaccharides, amino acids and minerals.
- It is an acetylated polymannose known as acemannan, whose structure and functional effects in wound healing and overall health have been very well established.
- Acemannan in Aloe stimulates the birth of new healthy tissue & hastens healing
- Acemannan works in part by stimulating the macrophage, a key component of the immune system that is responsible for a wide range of potential health benefits.
- Aloe has the ability to penetrate the deepest body tissues some 7 layers deep. It has 6 antiseptic agents, which kill bacteria, viruses and fungus.
- Antiseptic – Aloe has at least 6 antiseptic agents which kill bacteria, viruses and fungi.
- Contains vitamins B1, B2, B6, C, niacinamide, choline and 18 amino acids, in addition to many other nutritional substances.
TRIKETONES FROM MENEKA PLUS WILLOW TREE

- Plant active compound able to guarantee normal balance of skin flora.
- Selectively stimulates the activity and growth of normal skin flora.
- Targets skin related conditions including acne.
- Sediun regulative effect.
- Inhibits the growth of unfriendly while leaving skin friendly bacterial unaffected.
- Anti-inflammatory and anti-irritant activity.
- Decreases the number of comedones.

LEONTOPODIUM ALPINUM (EDELWEISS) EXTRACT

- Contains high level of Leontopodic acid.
- Supports in vitro the skin's crucial protective barrier.
- Enhancing its resistance to external stress factors, and preserves its natural balance.
- Provides a new level of protection for an ultimate skin sensation.
- Rebalances in vitro UV-induced oxidative and pro-inflammatory stress markers.
- Stimulates in vitro several key genes and proteins responsible for epidermal protection.
- Strong antioxidant, radical scavenging, and DNA protection properties.

OLIVINE (PERIDOT) EXTRACT

- Increase the skin cell energy level and reduce the effect of stress.
- Revitalizes skin to better fight stress and fatigue, to maintain its vitality and brightness.
- Wakes up skin by boosting cellular respiration.
- Skin optimizes its level of fundamental energy.
- Restores its balance and regains its dynamism.
- Rich in magnesium.
- Increases the cellular energy level and helps the skin cells to fight against stress via an optimal adaptive answer.

LACTIC ACID (AND) ARGinine

- Exfoliation
- Moisturization
- Reduction of fine lines and wrinkles
- Skin lightening
- Firming/collagen synthesis

CALCIUM CARBONATE

- Optimal remedy for tired skin.
- It provides deep cleansing for pure, clean, blemish-free skin.
- Stimulates cellular respiration which leads to the synthesis of cellular energy.
- Excellent for soothing irritated skin.
- Clinical testing proves it does not create irritation.
- Provides multifunctional anti-oxidants and anti-inflammatory.
- Compounds with an ORAC value of 1700.
- Helps provide DNA protection.
- Anti-aging with the correct balance / ratio of skin compatible Omega 3 & 6.
- These compounds are important for acne, atopic dermatitis and countless other skin disorders.
- Excellent for dry and oily skin types.
- Optimal for all with sensitive skin.
- Leaves the skin soft and glowing, with firmer / tightened pores.

COCONUT MILK

- Coconut milk has a high content of fatty acids and natural moisturizing benefits.
- Moisturizes the skin & relieves dry skin & rashes.
- May reduce symptoms associated the psoriasis, eczema, & dermatitis.
- Coconut milk has the ability to moisturize the skin without clogging pores.
- High doses of vitamin C and copper that will help to improve the elasticity of your skin, reducing the appearance of wrinkles.
- Rich source of Magnesium, Vitamin A, Calcium, Iron and natural proteins which contribute to smooth and radiant skin.

CAMELLIA SINENSIS

- White tea is made from immature tea leaves that are picked shortly before the buds have fully opened. The tea takes its name from the silver fuzz that still covers the buds, which turns white when the tea is dried.
- Contains high potency antioxidants, one of which is called “flavonoids”.
- These antioxidants have unique properties help prevent and reverse the appearance of aging, including lessening the appearance of brown spots.
- Medical research studies indicate that white tea is better for you with more powerful anti-oxidants, such as catechins, that fights and kills cancer-causing cells, than any other type of tea.
- Eliminates free radicals in the skin caused by chemicals and UV rays. Staying out in the sun too long, can be the cause of premature aged skin aids in preventing acne. Acne build up usually occurs due to the high amount of toxins that keep accumulating in the body. Antioxidants in white tea help eliminate excess toxins and keep your skin clear from acne related lesions.

Pozz'd PRISTINE INGREDIENTS

HEPPOPHAE RHAMNOIDES (Rhamnoides Sea Buckthorn Berry Fruit Oil*)

- Has a high ORAC (Oxygen Radical Absorbance Capacity) value.
- Helps fight cell-damaging free radicals & assists healthy cellular rejuvenation.
- Assists with regulating inflammatory, immune and aggregatory responses within the body.
- High level of phytosterols which are beneficial in reducing skin inflammation and improving skin metabolism and reducing irritation.
- Contains an abundance of vitamins and nutrients useful in anti-aging product.
- B1, B2, Folic acid, C, E, Beta-carotene (Pro-vitamin A), K, carotenoids, flavonoids, phenols, terpenes, 20 mineral cofactors, plus, 60 antioxidants and high topicality creates a more “sun friendly” skin by alleviating dryness and irritation due to sun exposure.
- Provides a golden, bronzing effect.

OLEA EUROPAEA (Olive Leaf) Extract (Anti-Radicalic)

- High in active antioxidant properties.
- Speeds wound recovery by 87% as compared to commercial ointments.
- Protects against skin cancer.
- Hydrating: works more effectively than vitamin E.
- Improves skin elasticity.
- Antioxidant.
- Antimicrobial.
- Blocks polluting agents from affecting skin.
- Superior protection against oxidative stress.
- Protects against some UV damage.

CELLULOSE ACETATE

- Plant cellulose derived exfoliant beads.
- Small sphere/bead that is capable of not only removing dead skin but helps clean out pores.
- Small size of bead penetrates into pores to help remove old, oxidized oil (black heads) and the dead skin inside pores that often keep pores enlarged.
- Exfoliating ingredient manufactured from modified cellulose, which is extracted from natural scrub that replaces polyethylene beads.
- Stable color.
- Very good suspension capacity due to its low density.
- Has the same high performances as the pe beads and is worldwide approved.

COCONUT MILK

- Contains high content of fatty acids and natural moisturizing benefits.
- Moisturizes the skin & relieves dry skin & rashes.
- May reduce symptoms associated the psoriasis, eczema, & dermatitis.
- Coconut milk has the ability to moisturize the skin without clogging pores.
- High doses of vitamin C and copper that will help to improve the elasticity of your skin, reducing the appearance of wrinkles.
- Rich source of Magnesium, Vitamin A, Calcium, Iron and natural proteins which contribute to smooth and radiant skin.

Order Pozz'd at: www.ecofriendlymakeuperaser.com
GLYCOSAMINOGLYCAN FOUND IN THE SKIN. OF THE TOTAL HYALURONAN IN THE BODY. AS HYALURONIC ACID DECREASES HYALURONAN OCCURS THROUGHOUT THE BODY AND THE SKIN CONTAINS 50% OF ITS COMPONENT OF CONNECTIVE TISSUE WHOSE FUNCTION IS TO CUSHION & LUBRICATE. SODIUM HYALURONATE (HYALURONIC ACID) IS ALSO CALLED HYALURONAN AND IS A COMPONENT OF CONNECTIVE TISSUE WHICH IS TO CUSHION & LUBRICATE. HYALURONAN OCCURS THROUGHOUT THE BODY AND THE SKIN CONTAINS 50% OF THE TOTAL HYALURONAN IN THE BODY. AS HYALURONIC ACID DECREASES IN THE BODY OVER TIME AND BY AGE 50, MOST PEOPLE HAVE LOST 50% OF THE HYALURONIC ACID THEY HAD IN YOUTH. HYALURONIC ACID IS THE ONLY ACID GAG (GLYCOSAMINOGLYCANS) FOUND IN THE SKIN.

- HYALURONIC ACID NATURALLY MOISTURIZES SKIN FROM THE INSIDE OUT, SMOOTHING OUT WRINKLES IN THE PROCESS
- HYALURONIC ACID AS A NUTRACEUTICAL ACTS TO HYDRATE THE SKIN AND RESTORE VITALITY IN AGING SKIN
- HYALURONIC ACID CAN IMPROVE THE SKIN’S CONTOUR AND REDUCE DEPRESSIONS IN SKIN DUE TO ACNE, SCARS, INJURY OR ILLNESS
- OPTIMIZES SKIN PENETRATION WITH A CONTROLLED RELEASE OF HYALURONIC ACID INTO THE DEEP SKIN LAYERS
- INCREASES THE PLUMPNESS EFFECT OF THE SKIN TO FILL IN WRINKLES
- LONG-TERM IMPROVEMENT IN DEPTH AND LENGTH OF WRINKLES

LACTIC ACID (AND) ARGinine

AQUA (AND) ETHYLHEXYL STEARATE (AND) SODIUM HYALURONATE CROSSPOLYMER (AND) POLYGLYCYRIL 4 DISOSTEARATE/POLYHYDROXYSTEARATE/SEBACATE (AND) SODIUM ISOSTEARATE (LINE FILLER)

THIS NEW SODIUM HYALURONATE CROSSPOLYMER MIMICS THE IMMEDIATE WRINKLE REDUCING EFFECTS OF INJECTED DERMAL FILLERS WITHOUT THE COST AND DISCOMFORT.

- A SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENT OF SKIN SURFACE RESULTING IN WRINKLE REDUCTION
- SUPERIOR MOISTURIZATION PROPERTIES
- INSTANTLY FILLS FINE LINES & WRINKLES
- TOPICAL ALTERNATIVE TO INJECTABLES
- THOROUGHLY HYDRATES THE SKIN
- INCREASES SKIN ELASTICITY
- SMOOTHES SKIN SURFACE

SKIN RESURFACING COMPLEX

OPTIMAL REMEDY FOR TIRED SKIN BAMBUSA VULGARIS EXTRACT (AND) PISUM SATIVUM (PEA) EXTRACT (AND) GLUCOSAMINE HCL

A SKIN RESURFACING COMPLEX THAT IS A NON-SURGICAL ALTERNATIVE TO BOTOX AND RESTYLENNE. FACELIFT WITHOUT SURGERY: 3 KEY INGREDIENTS WORK IN SYNERGY TO INCREASE COLLAGEN, HYALURONIC ACID, AND CELL PROLIFERATION WHILE CREATING FIRMER SKIN AND DECREASING WRINKLES.

BAMBOO IS THE RICHEST SOURCE OF NATURAL SILICA, MORE THAN 10 TIMES THAT FOUND IN THE HORSETAIL PLANT. THE GREEN PEA EXTRACT HAS VITAL AMINO ACIDS & PROTEINS NECESSARY FOR THE PRODUCTION OF COLLAGEN AND ELASTIN AND REINFORCES THE SKIN’S NATURAL DEFENSE IN FIGHTING FREE RADICALS.

GLUCOSAMINE IS A NATURAL SKIN EXFOLIATOR THAT ACTIVATES THE DERMAL FIBROBLASTS AND RESULTS IN ACCELERATED SKIN RENEWAL WITH REDUCTION OF WRINKLES & LINES.

MOISTURE MAGNETS

SACCHARIDE ISOMERATE**

A TRULY UNIQUE, NATURAL FORMULA, WITH HIGH PERFORMANCE COSMECEUTICAL ACTIVITY

CHEMICAL BASED PEPTIDES AND ANTI-AGING SYNTHETICS FOUND ON THE MARKET TODAY. MOST SYNTHETIC ANTI-AGING SKIN CARE INGREDIENTS, AS WELL AS THE MEDICALLY ADMINISTERED INJECTABLES, ARE SUSPECTED OF BEING TOXIC AND POTENTIALLY HORMONAL STIMULATING, CARCINOGENIC CHEMICALS THAT CAN BE REFERRED TO AS AGING ACCELERATORS™.

THIS PLANT BASED PEPTIDE IS DIFFERENT IN ACTION AND PERFORMANCE FROM THE CHEMICAL BASED PEPTIDES AND ANTI-AGING SYNTHETICS FOUND ON THE MARKET TODAY. MOST SYNTHETIC ANTI-AGING SKIN CARE INGREDIENTS, AS WELL AS THE MEDICALLY ADMINISTERED INJECTABLES, ARE SUSPECTED OF BEING TOXIC AND POTENTIALLY HORMONAL STIMULATING, CARCINOGENIC CHEMICALS THAT CAN BE REFERRED TO AS AGING ACCELERATORS™.

THIS TRIFLUOROACETYL TRIPEPTIDE-2 IS A BIOMIMETIC PEPTIDE (SKIN MIMICKING GROUP OF AMINO ACIDS) PROVIDES A VISUAL TIGHTENING, SMOOTHING AND TEXTURE-IMPROVING PROPERTIES TO THE SKIN. TRIFLUOROACETYL TRIPEPTIDE-2 CLEARLY REDUCES THE APPEARANCE OF WRINKLES AND SKIN SAGGING OVER TIME.

- IMPROVEMENT OF ELASTICITY
- OVERALL IMPROVEMENT OF FIRMER, FULLER AND DENSER SKIN
- INCREASE IN LIFTING EFFECT
- SIGNIFICANTLY DECREASES PROGERIN, THE MAIN CAUSE OF WRINKLES, SAGGING AND SLACKNESS
- DECREASE IN PROFILE OF THE JAWLINE

CETEARYL ALCOHOL (AND) CETIYL PALMITATE (AND) SORBITAN PALMITATE (AND) SORBITAN OLEATE (OLIVE-DERIVED BIOMIMETIC EMULSIFIER)**

A NATURAL, NON-GMO, NEW GENERATION SKIN TREATMENT DERIVED FROM OLIVE OIL. RICHLY HYDRATES AND PENETRATES SKIN, ALLOWING IT TO RETAIN MOISTURE WITHOUT CLOGGING PORES.

- A TOTALLY SAFE, HYPOALLERGENIC INGREDIENT PROVIDES PHYSICAL STABILITY AND THICKNESS TO CREAMS AND LOTIONS. THIS IS A RELATIVELY NEW SYSTEM, CREATED FOR COLD BATCHING AND TO GIVE COMPANIES FREEDOM FROM PEGS AND OTHER DRYING EMULSIFIERS. THE OLIVE VS FEEL ICRYSTAL MATRIX INHIBITS SKIN AND REDUCES THE TRANS-EPIERMAL WATER LOSS WITHOUT SOLUBILIZING THE SKIN PROTEINS AND LIPIDS. BEING VERY SIMILAR TO THE HUMAN SEBUM IN COMPOSITION AND MADE TOTALLY WITH NATURAL RAW MATERIALS, OLIVEV PROVIDES RETENTION OF SKIN MOISTURE AND INCREASES ACTIVE INGREDIENT’S RESISTANCE TO WATER AND/OR SWEAT. FREE FROM PIGS. SOAP BY PRODUCTS AND ETHOXOLATED INGREDIENTS.

OLIVE (PERIDOT) EXTRACT

OLIVE EXTRACT IS A DOMINANT CHARACTER STONE KNOWN FOR ITS ANTI-FATIGUE PROPERTIES AND FOR STABILIZING EMOTIONS. NUMEROUS STUDIES SHOWED THAT OLIVE IS ABLE TO BOTH INCREASE THE SKIN CELL ENERGY LEVEL AND REDUCE THE EFFECT OF STRESS. REVITALIZED, THE SKIN CAN BETTER FIGHT STRESS AND FATIGUE TO MAINTAIN ITS VITALITY AND ITS BRIGHTNESS.

THE MAGNESIUM COMPLEX OF OLIVE WILL HELP TRED OR STRESSED SKINS TO REGAIN THEIR NATURAL BALANCE. IT CAN WAKE UP THE SKIN BY BOOSTING CELLULAR RESPIRATION. THE SKIN_OPTIMIZES ITS LEVEL OF FUNDAMENTAL ENERGY, RESTORES ITS BALANCE AND REGAINS ITS DYNAMISM.